Our Strategy and long-term ambition

Responsible Company
By 2030: Halve value chain environmental impacts and double societal benefits while meeting business growth targets

Responsible Sourcing
By 2030: All raw materials from certified responsible sources and 50% of total sourcing spend on net positive suppliers

Responsible Products
By 2030: Offer customers the most sustainable food packaging solutions on the market
What SDGs mean for SIG

Net Positive Project
Science based targets Initiative

100% Liquid Packaging Board Sourcing from FSC certified forests

Science based target to reduce GHG supporting the <2° target
Reduce emissions by more than 50%

New social responsibility requirements in 100% supplier contracts for our key raw materials
Zero harm (no lost-time cases)
What SDGs mean for SIG

100% green electricity for carton and spout production since 2017 – 100% green energy 2020

Perfect match via our packaging system
Flag ship project to preserve food for communities in developing countries

Holistic life cycle approach
Best in class environmental footprint of our packaging

SIG Combibloc
Supplier partnership for the goal (17) - Liquid Packaging Board

Demand for 100% FSC™ supply to promote SDG 15.2: the implementation of sustainable management of all types of forests, halt deforestation, restore degraded forests and substantially increase afforestation globally.”

FSC certification also serves to support us on SDG goals for “clean water“, “no poverty“, “climate action“, “decent work“, “gender equality“, “responsible production and consumption“

Important elements on our net positive ambition

FSC™ licence code: FSC™ C020428